INTRODUCTION
============

Nanobubbles (NBs) are nanoscopic gaseous domains than can exist on solid surfaces or in bulk liquids. It is generally thought that bulk NBs are present in most aqueous solutions, possibly created constantly by agitation and cosmic radiation ([@R1]). They have attracted significant attention in the past decade ([@R1]--[@R3]) due to their long-time (meta)stability and high potential for real-world applications. Among these applications, NBs can be applied toward nanoscopic cleaning ([@R4]), control of boundary slip in microfluidics ([@R5]), wastewater treatment ([@R6]), heterocoagulation ([@R7]), and medical applications ([@R8]). Although surface NBs have been formed and observed using various experimental methods, bulk liquid NBs have been much less investigated. It has been conjectured that NBs' long-lived presence is due to negative-charge buildup at the bubble/liquid interface, with the surface having a strong electron affinity ([@R9]): An opposing Coulombic force to surface tension slows the bubbles' dissipation. They have negative zeta potentials (≈ −25 to −40 mV), independent of NB diameter; resultant mutual repulsions between NBs in water are usually sufficiently large to prevent coalescence and slow any buoyancy rise ([@R10]). NB surface charge depends strongly on the pH and dissolved salt concentrations; increased ionic strength reduces zeta potential ([@R10]). Insoluble gases may form NBs that are stable almost indefinitely in water ([@R11]); for soluble gases, the pressure inside gas cavities is inversely proportional to diameter by the Laplace equation, with this thought to be correct down to about a nanometer ([@R12]). Intra-NB pressure is affected by other factors and is possibly much lower than Laplace equation expectations: Their gas-liquid interface may be coated with surface-active materials, such as protein or detergent, lowering surface tension and excess pressure, thereby affording stabilization. The presence and concentration of surface-active agents can regulate NBs' size; coated bubbles are used as ultrasound-contrast agents or for targeted drug delivery ([@R13]). Despite early theoretical calculations showing NB persistence for microseconds only ([@R14]), they have been observed to be long lived experimentally ([@R15]). It is hypothesized that NB clusters are stabilized by ionic solutes and magnetic fields ([@R16]).

Bearing in mind NBs' pH-, ionic-, and magnetic field--sensitive nature, governed fundamentally by surface electrostatics, an open question in NB science is whether externally applied electric fields can manipulate---dictate, control, and enhance---NB formation. If so, what might be the energy cost and electroinduced alterations, if any, in NB thermodynamics and kinetics, as well as overall gas accommodation levels in aqueous solutions, whether in NB or solvated form? Here, we directly tackle these pressing and fundamental questions, finding massive and rapid enhancement of metastable NB gas accommodation in water with low electric energy application. Naturally, the fundamental question arises as to whether this previously unknown observed NB generation phenomenon realizes NBs primarily in the bulk liquid or at the liquid interface; as we will discuss below, we find that it is bulk NBs that are generated, and we have used a bulk-probing NB detection/diagnostic tool to both investigate and confirm this.

RESULTS
=======

We placed deionized water in a pressure vessel and fed pure gas therein to \~90 bar (after cleaning and purging air---cf. Materials and Methods), closing the vessel (i.e., constant-volume operation). The system temperature was regulated to 20.0°C via a surrounding jacket. Upon reaching the Henry's law gas-solubility level (within 2 hours), we activated an external, sustained static electric field (\~12 kV/m) inside the liquid water with a 60-V DC source (cf. Materials and Methods and [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}---with no direct wire-water contact, eliminating completely electrolysis). Very markedly, within 3 hours, or less, greatly elevated gas uptake plateaux were reached in the water (cf. [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"})---there was a flux of gas molecules from the bulk gas phase into the liquid during NB formation, which caused the pressure drop, typically up to several bar. The results for methane and oxygen indicated stored gas levels of \~30 and 2.5 times higher than Henry's law solubility in water (0.0013 and 0.0014 mol kg^−1^ bar^−1^) ([@R17], [@R18]), respectively. The energy required to form NBs using electric fields was found to be exceedingly low (cf. fig. S3)---over 24 hours, no more than \~29 mJ (cf. the Supplementary Materials). This is a notably small energy provision for only 20 ml of liquid, pointing to extraordinarily high levels of energy efficiency ([@R19]). On the basis of these measurements, the required energy can be reported as 0.3 W hour/m^3^, which is much lower than available advanced systems in, say, the wastewater industries (with typical aeration energies of \~40 W hour/m^3^). Taking wastewater as a further example, typical aeration levels point to typically no more than \~1 to 2 mg/liter dissolved oxygen; in contrast, the use of NBs achieves \~25 to 35 mg/liter at standard temperature and pressure (STP), metastable for months.

![Schematic of pressure vessel rig.\
(**A**) The four main sections are gas supplier, distribution terminal, the pressure cell itself, and temperature regulation jacket. High-purity (N5-level) gases (methane and O~2~) are supplied to the 0.34-liter, 200-bar--rated stainless steel and rocker-mounted vessel through the distribution terminal, with line cleaning before purging the desired gas, by way of a mass flow controller and accurate measurement of gas loading into the deionized water-loaded vessel. The system operates under constant volume modes, with the inlet valve closed upon reaching the desired pressure (\~90 bar), and pressure logged digitally every second for the experiment's duration. A temperature control system operates in a jacket around the vessel (held at 20°C). A 60-V DC electric current supply was introduced via sheath-covered wires (preventing direct wire-water contact) into a three-dimensional--printed plastic (**B**), horizontally mounted holder immersed in water (cf. fig. S2, with discussion on the resultant electric field distribution inside the pressure cell). (Photo credit: Mohammad Reza Ghaani.)](aaz0094-F1){#F1}

![Gas uptake as a function of time.\
Results shown for oxygen (**A**) and methane (**B**) at 60 V (with average field intensity of 12 kV/m), expressed as a multiple of their respective HLCs (right axis) and in g/liter (left axis) at prevailing background pressures of \~90 bar; plateaux occurred within less than 3 hours.](aaz0094-F2){#F2}

With a view to exploring further the underlying molecular mechanisms of the startling gas accommodation increase in water, we have used nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD); more complete details can be found in Materials and Methods. Here, we also found NB formation in gas-liquid milieux and subsequent stability enhancement in applied static electric fields, as witnessed reproducibly in the pressure vessel rig (cf. [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Given the more spectacular comparative increase \[versus Henry's law constant (HLC)\] in de facto methane solubility vis-à-vis oxygen (albeit in NB form, as opposed to molecular dissolution), it appears that the more hydrophobic the gas, the more accentuated the electric field effect in amplifying massive increases in the propensity to form bulk NBs. Given very similar methane and oxygen HLCs, the significant comparative increase in de facto methane solubility vis-à-vis oxygen suggests that the NB formation process may be kinetically dominated. Given that we observed, visually, small, stable gas (micro- to macroscopic) bubbles forming at the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) electrodes ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we have evidence of molecular gas adsorption there. The hydrophobic nature of methane-PTFE interactions serves to enhance local adsorbed methane concentration thereat vis-à-vis O~2~, before field application---explaining differing comparative extents of field-induced NB nucleation at these surfaces; we note that electric field intensity is maximized at this surface (cf. fig. S1).

To clarify both NB generation and stability mechanisms, we ran NEMD simulations for both propane and methane in water, given methane's greater level of experimental gas uptake and propane's similarity in terms of hydrophobicity to methane---observing similar results for both. It was necessary to apply external fields of much greater intensity than the \~12 kV/m of the experiments to observe tangible field effects (in the sense of a "signal-to-noise" ratio) over million-atom NEMD spanning tens of nanoseconds (cf. Materials and Methods and section S5). In [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, as an example, we started with individually solvated propane molecules in water and found that application of static electric fields in NEMD led to NB formation and competitive aggregation, in a manner akin to Ostwald ripening, especially in more intense electric fields. In [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the evolution of the water-accessible NB surface area shows NB formation, with enhanced stability evident. The more intense fields, e.g., 1.0 V/nm, promote NB formation readily, with a higher surface area and elongated aspect ratio (cf. fig. S5 and explanation).

![NB formation and ensuing stability enhancement via applied static electric fields in NEMD.\
(**A**) Starting with individually solvated propane molecules in water (top), field application leads to NB formation: The bottom panel shows NBs within 3 ns in a field (1.5 V/nm). (**B**) Evolution of the accessible bubble surface area to water molecules; increasing NB stability is evident---1.5 V/nm readily promotes NB formation, with a higher surface area, stable for more than 10 ns.](aaz0094-F3){#F3}

In the literature, long-lived NB stability is well known ([@R1]--[@R3]). Therefore, here, this motivates us to study the metastability of NBs upon field removal and exposure to ambient pressure, 20°C conditions. Bubble-size distributions with a nonfield "control" run ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), featuring no NBs. To address the abovementioned fundamental question of whether NBs are localized at surfaces or distributed in the bulk, we remark that dispersive light scattering (DLS) is a bulk-probing method, and we detected NBs throughout the bulk of the liquid. For oxygen NBs, the O~2~ mass loss was measured for the first 50 hours upon field removal under ambient conditions. Extra oxygen "loaded" from the bulk gas phase as larger, microsized bubbles in the system during field-induced NB formation was released more rapidly during the first hours of gas unloading upon removal of electric field and depressurization (cf. stage I in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) for ambient pressure/temperature storage in a container sealed for fugitive water vapor emissions. However, as remarked above, we also witnessed visually transient micro- to macrosized bubbles at the PTFE surface ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), born of nano- to micrometer-sized bubble nucleation thereat upon application of electric field; this was also a source of bulk phase. In any event, in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, two regimes were observed in the O~2~ mass loss graph, which support this hypothesis: The extra O~2~ water/gas surface--localized (micro-) bubbles destabilized mechanically within \~6 hours, and then, a limited bulk-bubble loss over 6 to 50 hours was observed (cf. [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Over a period of 4 months, the bubbles enlarged somewhat in size (cf. [Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), determined from DLS ([@R20]). The population of NBs themselves remained stable over months, as evidenced by DLS measurements (vide supra). Bearing in mind the role of microbubbles dissipating in stage I gas mass release (upon field removal and depressurization), we took the DLS bubble-size distributions in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} \~12 to 24 hours after pressure release and field removal (unlike tracking from that very instant in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), by which point the visually detected macrosized bubbles have left the liquid (cf. [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); this explains the lack of a micrometer-sized bubble signature in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![NB detection via dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer Pro); this uses fluctuations in laser light scattering traveling through the sample solution.\
The measurements are all done after 12 to 24 hours after depressurizing and field removal. The measurement repeated three times on three samples for better accuracy. A control sample was also measured with the same experimental process except in the absence of field.](aaz0094-F4){#F4}

![NB evolution under ambient, STP conditions after field removal.\
(**A**) Dual-regime mass loss during the first 50 hours upon field removal and storage under ambient temperature/pressure conditions. (**B**) Evolution in methane-bubble Sauter mean diameter over a 4-month period (three replicas for each measurement); very slow bubble growth is seen.](aaz0094-F5){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

Having assessed the largely kinetic effect of NB formation, we now turn to the matter of rationalizing NB stability. In the main, NB stabilization arises from the polarization at its water surface, and the force contributions arise from this important interaction (vide infra; see also mechanistic theory in section S3). It has been well established by both experiments (e.g., sum-frequency generation) ([@R21]) and simulations ([@R22]) that gas-water interfaces constitute uniquely structured molecular environments. Using both classical models and ab initio representations, simulations have predicted that the interface environment gives rise to preferred water-molecule orientations (i.e., hydrogen bond arrangements). It will be sufficient here to ascribe a set of surface dipole moments to this effect (see figs. S3 and S4---with nonlinear field response readily evident in surface orientational distributions in fig. S4). For spherical NBs, the interactions between these surface dipoles are sufficient to generate a repulsive force, with the same dependence on bubble size, sufficient to counter Laplace pressure effects (cf. the Supplementary Materials). Thus, one need not invoke accumulation of surface charge to stabilize NBs \[as typically used; ([@R23])\]. Moreover, while zeta potential measurements for NBs are frequently used as supporting evidence that anions (OH^−^) accumulate at an NB's surface, recent work ([@R24]) has demonstrated that zeta potentials can be ascribed to gas-water interface polarization. It has also been observed that small uncharged particles can be made to move in nonuniform electric fields ([@R25]). This phenomenon---dielectrophoresis---arises from a net force due to the interaction of a polarizable particle with a nonuniform (i.e., spatially varying) field. ([@R22]) For NBs, an analogous effect can be expected to arise because of the nonlinear polarization response of the gas-water interface to uniform field \[see ([@R22]) and mechanistic theory development in the Supplementary Materials\]. The displacement of NBs in a uniform electric field is also confirmed by NEMD simulation results reported in the Supplementary Materials, with drift velocity results in fig. S7 only becoming statistically meaningful and responding nonlinearly in the applied field direction for 5-nm bubbles for larger field strengths (confirming that a reasonably large bubble size is required for physical realism and that this effect is suppressed for small bubbles). Consequently, both NBs' stability and their movement in electric fields do not require the presence of surface charge, but rather only the presence of surface polarization at the gas-water interface. External field removal leads to the gradual growth of bubbles (cf. [Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), although this effect takes place over time scales exceeding several months.

We conjecture that the field-induced genesis per se of NBs may be explained by the realization of regions of negative pressure in a dielectric liquid, created by the applied field's electrostrictive forces ([@R26]); this leads to cavitation at the liquid interface (e.g., with PTFE surface or with bulk gas) and "void" formation in a local negative-pressure region thereat---allowing gas at the interface to enter this locale, as we observe in the experiment and the NEMD simulation (cf. [Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). An analysis of external and intrinsic field intensities, reflective directly of applied and intrinsic Coulombic forces, is provided in section S5. Following such cavitation-based birth, the incipient growth of the NBs is of spherical shape. However, for the NEMD simulations using necessarily larger field intensities, reported further in the Supplementary Materials, it was observed that the bubbles become oval shaped along the external field axis, with an aspect ratio larger than unity (cf. fig. S6). This may be rationalized by ([@R27]), which shows the angular interplay of intrinsic and externally applied fields in the environs of voids (cf. the Supplementary Materials for further details) ([@R27]). In fig. S2, it is evident that the largest field intensity is at the electrode surface itself, where the hydrophobic, plastic surface accentuates the presence of gas in any event, enhancing still further NB "electrogenesis" itself.

In closing, we have established *prima facie* evidence of static electric fields enhancing bulk-NB formation at massively elevated levels far in excess of Henry's law solubility, with a greater enhancement apparent for more hydrophobic gases. This discovery is expected to have large ramifications in the process, fermentation, brewing, and wastewater treatment industries, in addition to accelerating gas (diffusion)--limited processes. Further work is under way to clarify the mechanistic features of the kinetics of NB generation, as well as the nature of NB stabilization, after generation. In effect, drawing on the concept of porous, or "holey," liquids ([@R28]), we realize here "nanoporous liquids" in the form of gas NBs in a simple and facile manner, with highly elevated surface-to-volume ratios, aside from much higher gas accommodation levels *per se*.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

NB formation and gas uptake determination in water
--------------------------------------------------

The experimental apparatus for NB formation used a pressure vessel fabricated using 316 stainless steel with internal volume of approximately 340 cm^3^ (cf. fig. S1). The vessel was agitated using a tilting shaker. A pressure transducer with an uncertainty of 0.02 MPa was used to measure pressure, while a thermocouple with an accuracy of ±0.1 K was inserted into the cell to measure the inner temperature, with temperature/pressure readings every 1 s.

Before starting the experiments, the cell was washed, cleaned, and dried completely using an air stream. Afterward, the cell was examined for leakage by injecting nitrogen at a pressure of 1 MPa. Inert gas was then purged, and a vacuum pump was used for about 30 min to evacuate all trapped gases from the cell. In all NB proof-of-concept experiments, a volume of 20 cm^3^ of deionized water was fed into the cell. Cell pressure was increased by injecting the selected gas (oxygen or methane) until the desired pressure (\~90 bar) was reached. The loaded water was saturated after about 2 hours of gas-water contact, in the presence of slow rocking of the vessel to enhance gas-water contact, with temperature held at 20°C via the reactor jacket (cf. Supporting Information, fig. S1). Then, a 60-V DC electric voltage was applied, achieving sustained externally electric field intensity (\~12 kV/m) in the liquid water (with no direct wire-water contact, eliminating completely electrolysis)---cf. figs. S1 and S2 (Supporting Information). The pressure and temperature were logged every second, with 20°C held steady. Within around 3 hours, or less, gas uptake plateaux were reached in the water (cf. [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

In terms of mass balance--based determination of gas uptake in water, this is calculated on the basis of the number of absorbed moles of gas into the liquid phase (i.e., by monitoring gas-phase pressure drop continuously on a mass balance basis). Naturally, the first step in this number-of-gas-phase-moles-from-pressure determination lies in accurately defining the compressibility factor of methane and oxygen, as well as their HLCs ([@R17]). During in-field NB formation runs, mass balances on the thus-inferred gas-phase-number-of-moles data (from gas-phase pressure) allowed determination of the number of absorbed moles of gas.

Dynamic light scattering
------------------------

Dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer Pro) was used to measure the size of NBs. The refractive index of bubble's gas content and the water as dispersant was set to 1 and 1.33, respectively. In measurement, Stokes-Einstein equation was used to calculate the particle size based on the velocity of bubbles by monitoring the undulation of scattered laser light. All measurements were done at ambient temperature and pressure (25°C and 1 atm) by loading 5 ml of the sample to the plastic cell. Each reading repeated three times for each sample and averaged to determine particle diameter. The measurement range of the selected machine is 0.3 nm to 10 μm. A control sample was also measured with a same experimental process, except in the absence of field. The recorded data of one sample including the data for a control run are presented in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The measurement repeated three times on three samples for better accuracy.

Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics
---------------------------------

Individually solvated propane and methane molecules were placed in a liquid water slab in a simulation box (cf. [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} for propane simulation)---with a high degree of supersaturation. The TIP4P/2005 model ([@R29]) was used for water, while propane molecules were parameterized by general Amber force field ([@R30]). The methane molecule was modeled considering all the hydrogens, using OPLS-AA (All-Atom Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations) force field ([@R31]). The cutoff radius for Lennard-Jones interaction parameters was 11.0 Å, while the smooth particle mesh Ewald method was used to handle long-range electrostatics ([@R32]). These water-propane interactions have been validated in ([@R33]) in terms of accurate prediction of propane-hydrate melting points and latent heats ([@R33]). The velocity Verlet scheme was used for molecular dynamics under periodic boundary conditions with a time step of 2 fs ([@R32]). For extended-system dynamics to maintain constant temperature and pressure conditions, a relaxation time of 0.1 ps was applied. Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling system was used to keep the pressure of the system at ambient pressure (1 bar) with 2.0-ps relaxation time ([@R32]). We ran NEMD for various static electric field intensities up to 1.4 V/nm along the *X* direction, using **f***~i,E~* = *q~i~* **E** for the externally applied static field forces acting on charge sites ([@R34]). Given that the necessarily limited time scales of these computationally intensive, million-atom NEMD simulations are of the order of 50 to 100 ns, as opposed to over hours in \~12 kV/m experiments, it was necessary to apply electric fields in NEMD simulation of intensity several orders of magnitude greater than in experiments. From ([@R34]), it is known that applied field intensities of the order of \~1 V/nm and larger often lead to structural and dynamical effects in condensed-phase systems, verging into nonlinear response territory with applied field forces being several percent of those intrinsic to the liquid water system. In the present work, the upper limit of applied field intensity in NEMD (i.e., 1.4 V/nm) corresponds to nonlinear field effects becoming apparent, e.g., in terms of dipole distribution and translational, dielectrophoretic response (cf. section S3); a more full discussion of comparative external and intrinsic electric field intensities is provided in section S5. Each field was simulated for 50 ns in four replicas to improve the accuracy and reproducibility of the results. Although the initial slab construction (cf. [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) can allow for propane "escape" into the surrounding vacuum space, to serve as a potential, putative bulk gas phase, it was observed that the propane retained its heavily supersaturated level, albeit in the form of NBs (cf. [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

To study further size effects on NB behavior, NEMD simulations for both propane and methane bubbles were ran in two bubble diameters for propane---2.5 and 5 nm and 5 nm for methane, with one (initially spherical) NB per simulation box. The simulation box for the big-bubble system was 33.14 nm by 16.77 by 16.77 nm and was 15.64 nm by 7.82 nm by 7.82 nm for the small-bubble system. Further details may be found in table S1 (section S3).
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